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SMEs are coming under attack (and losing sleep)

Cyber-attacks are no longer confined to large companies. Despite the potentially
larger financial gains to be had from attacking a large company, the increasingly
sophisticated counter-measures these companies have now put in place means that
attacking a small to medium sized enterprise (SME) could be easier. And might be
just as lucrative.
All cyber attacks are highly disruptive and expensive to rectify. (the average cost of a
security breach is estimated to be between £600,000 and £1.15million). But for many
SMEs they could terminal, bringing to an end a company which may have a long
tradition of craftsmanship, or of contributing to the local community, or of employing
a highly skilled workforce or offering niche products. It is this fear that now keeps the
owners and senior managers of SMEs awake at night.
And yet the steps needed to prevent these catastrophic outcomes (and help them to
get a good night’s sleep) are relatively quick, inexpensive and non disruptive.
It was against this backdrop that ESET recently held a Roundtable discussion aimed
at SMEs.
This event forms part of a continuing programme of events that ESET arranges with
key stakeholders. This programme has been designed so as to encourage a more
regular exchange of information, ideas, opinions, concerns and issues which the
company can then address through its product and service development strategy.
The company has found that, despite access to a plethora of digital and social media
channels, this dialogue is best achieved by hosting informal round table style events
to which a broad cross section of stakeholders can be invited - with the discussion
moderated by a leading authority in the field.
This quarter’s event took place at the Italian Villa, located in Compton Acres in
Poole, Dorset. Amongst the guests were several security specialists and advisors,
representatives from local business forums and a number of owners and senior
managers of SMEs which are located close to the company’s UK Headquarters.
The event was moderated by Colonel Veronique Malone, the British Army’s Principal
Security Advisor. In that role, the Colonel has responsibility for all aspects of the
Army’s security - including all its personnel - as well as heading up its counterintelligence operations.
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The Colonel opened the discussion by providing a summary of the topics that might
stimulate debate amongst the guests. These included
•

The business imperative to identify and address Insider Threats - whether malicious or
unaware

•

Is your cyber hygiene effective, active and healthy enough to deter threats?

•

Turning people from being your biggest weakness into becoming your best defence through TEA (training, education and awareness)

•

Owning difficult decisions and rolling with the punches - developing agile management of
risks/issues for resilience

She also summarises the key threats facing organisations (both internal and external)
and highlighted both the current threat and those that were growing. She ended her
introductory speech by outlining what steps organisations can take to combat cyberattacks.

Key Discussion Topics
With a highly authoritative moderator, several highly experienced experts and guests drawn
from numerous industries taking part in the event, it was not surprising that the lunchtime
discussion covered a multitude of topics. However, five key themes dominated the conversation
and which the guests returned to regularly. These are summarised below.

Recognising the People Factor
All the guests agreed that no amount of systems, policies or technology would be successful in
protecting a business if these didn’t account for the ‘people factor’.
People could be malicious; as in those ‘bad actors’ that design viruses aimed at disrupting or
destroying an organisation. Or they could be lazy; as in those staff who write down their
passwords and leave them in public places or those who attach their personal devices to
the organisation’s IT systems without installing the necessary protection. People could even
become mischievous overnight; as in a disgruntled member of staff whose employment status
has changed or believe they have suffered a slight of some sort.
All these types of people – together with their varying attitudes and behaviour - need to be
considered when designing and implementing an appropriate safeguarding system.
The guests also agreed that all the people employed by the organisation needed to be
encouraged to see themselves as being an important part of that security system. ‘Everyone has
a responsibility for security, not just the IT department’ commented one guest. And this included
giving permission to ask questions or even ‘challenge the people above them’ if they felt they
weren’t addressing a security issue sufficiently.
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Leaders Need To Lead
Several guests emphasised the vital role that senior management could play here in providing
the necessary leadership. Leadership in their eyes meant both tangible things - such as
participating in training sessions - and intangible things - such as creating an appropriate
corporate culture based on vigilance and risk awareness.
Ultimately, these managers were responsible for investing in the appropriate systems
and ensuring that policies and procedures were adopted and adhered to throughout the
organisation. ‘Paying lip service’, commented one guest, actually meant ’doing a disservice’ to
the organisation.

Know Your Priorities
Colonel Malone suggested that, like the military, SMEs need to prioritise those areas of the
organisation that were the most important to protect - and then take the steps needed to do
so. This topic was seized on by the other guests who recognised that this list of priorities is both
getting longer and is changing. In addition to this list of recognisable factors, such as finances,
the workforce, outputs and capabilities were new priorities such as reputation and even legal
issues – such as compliance.

Training. Training. Training
One topic that all the guests referred to repeatedly during the discussion was the need for
training. Colonel Malone expanded this topic to embrace training, education and awareness
(TEA) but it was the crucial need for improved training that most guests focused on.
‘Training was a necessity’ suggested one guest whilst another emphasised that ‘it mustn’t just
be a box ticking exercise. It must lead to a change in attitude and behaviour’. The scope of this
training needed to be expanded, suggested one guest, so as to embrace things like penetration
testing or even role play. It was only by continuously testing their own defences and probing for
weak spots, suggested this guest, could SMEs ensure that their systems were robust enough to
withstand attacks from third parties.

IT on its own is never enough
Installing the appropriate IT solution would not work if the other processes and procedures
used in the organisation were weak, suggested one guest and several others took up this
theme. For instance, companies which had not adopted a Purchase Ordering system would be
more at risk to paying bogus suppliers than those that did as this would introduce another layer
of protection.
And many organisations left themselves open to attack by simply not updating their existing IT
systems as these prevented them from accessing the patches that system providers regularly
introduced.
(One guest reminded those present that not having the most up to date software versions
running would invalidate any cyber insurance policies they may have in place as this is a
condition stipulated by the insurance provider).
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Recommendations
Colonel Malone suggested that the security principles adopted by the British Army could equally
be applied to SMEs. These were; Prepare, Report, Respond, Resolve.

Prepare
Questions to ask yourself
•

Who in your organisation has responsibility for security? Who do they report to?

•

What skills do your experts need? And your staff? And your customers and suppliers?

•

What level of security do you need to achieve (best in breed or good enough…)?

•

Do you have a security strategy or plan? – what’s its life cycle and targets?

•

Do you know the risk you are taking and accepting?

•

Do you have the appropriate staff behaviours?

Report
Questions to ask yourself
•

As CEO, how do you want to hear about a security breach?

•

How would you respond to an enquiry from NCSC, Police, ICO, journalists?

•

Do you have a plan or process to work through? (you would for a fire!)

•

Do staff know how to report a problem/breach and are they encouraged to?

•

Triage to stop the life-threatening issues, then prioritise

Respond
Questions to ask yourself
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•

Talk to the right people honestly and openly - who needs to know?

•

Do you need extra expertise or resources? Where would you get them from at short
notice? What do you as a CEO need to know?

•

Who will lead on the rectification process? What’s the process for handover from initial
report/response to Rectification?

•

What are your priorities for rectification? Have you a current Business Impact Analysis to
consider the strategic, reputational, financial, internal and legal implications? Who needs
to be informed?

Resolve
Questions to ask yourself
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•

Do you need to compensate customers? Other stakeholders?

•

What does complete resolution look like? Back to normal, back to acceptable, or
something new?

•

What’s changed? Do you understand that change and the new risks? Do you now need
to review your strategy, plans and assumptions?

•

Are there new Legal and Regulatory implications?

•

Have you now educated and informed staff on what has happened and what needs to
change or be focussed on?

•

Have you raised the bar now so the next attack needs to be bigger and more complex,
not just a repeat?

Founded in 1992, ESET is a global provider of security software
for enterprises and consumers dedicated to helping the world
fight against evolving computer threats. ESET’s award winning
products rank among the world’s most advanced security
solutions. ESET Endpoint Antivirus, our flagship product,
consistently achieves the highest accolades across a host of
industry leading comparative tests and is the foundational
product that builds out the ESET solutions line. ESET is
headquartered in Bratislava, Slovakia with offices in the UK,
Germany, USA, Czech Republic and Singapore. ESET delivers
superior security solutions to customers in over 200 countries
across the globe.
ESET’s extensive line of solutions protects across all platforms
from workstations and servers to mobile devices, helping
our clients maintain maximum protection across all types of
environments. The superior detection capabilities and low system
requirements of our solutions have been, and continue to be,
recognised by independent anti-malware testing organisations.
Since testing began in 1998, our antivirus is the only solution
worldwide that has never missed a single “In the Wild” virus and
holds the world record for VB100 Awards.
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